Admission and Monitoring Matriculation Process
College of Education, Humanities and Social Science, South Carolina State University
Undergraduate Education Programs

Each stage of the matriculation process provides adequate opportunity for teacher education faculty/advisors to monitor the progress of students toward predefined criteria to be achieved within an identified timeframe. (Stages I-IV)

I. Admission to a Teacher Education Program
*Key assessments & Other Requirements
*Lesson Plan Rubric; "Unit Work Sample Rubric (Contextual Factors/Learning Goals); *Disposition Survey (Self-Assess); Certificate of Medical Exam/TB Test; *Developmental Portfolio Rubric I; *Lesson Plan Rubric, Praxis Scores; *Cum. GPA 2.75 or better; Reflective Journal (Pre-STEP); Two Letters of Recommendation; Academic & Professional Characteristic Screen (Self-Assess); Completion of 60 cr. hrs. preferably inclusion of 48 hrs. of the General Education Curriculum (GEC); Praxis I or SAT score of 1650, ACT 24.

II. Admission to Clinical Practice
*Key assessments & Other Requirements
*Disposition Survey; *Lesson Plan Rubric; Content Knowledge Rubric; *"Unit Work Sample Rubric (Contextual Factors/Learning Goals); *Cum GPA 2.50, MAT 3.0 GPA or better; *Pass scores Praxis II; Specialty Area Exam & PLT; Pass all institutional required tests (e.g. English Prof.); Cert. of Medical Exam/TB Test; Comp. of 150 hrs. (Pre-STEP); Long-Range Plan Rubric; Reflective Journal (Pre-STEP); Comp. of Content Courses with minimum grade of "C"; FBI/SLED Clearance; Pre-Certification Application; Updated Cert. of Medical Exam/TB Test, Academic & Professional Characteristic Screen

III. Completion of Clinical Practice/Professional Clinical Experience
*Key assessments & Other Requirements
*Disposition Survey; *Content Knowledge Rubric; *Professional Portfolio Rubric; Long-Range Plan Rubric; *ADREPTSAFE-T Summative Evaluation; *ADEPT Dossier*Praxis II Scores; *Lesson Plan Rubric; *Unit Work Sample; *Cum. GPA of 2.50 Underd. & 3.0 for MAT Candid., Completion of 487.5 Clinical Practice hours (62 days), Certification Application

IV. Admission to Candidacy For Graduation
*Key assessments & Other Requirements
*Successful completion of internship
*Completion of degree requirements
*Minimum GPA 2.5 Underd. & 3.0 MAT Approved for graduation by advisor, Dept. Chair, College of Ed., Office of Records and Registration Completion of the Senior Exit Survey Program Evaluations

Candidates must meet all requirements in one stage before moving to another stage.
Candidates not meeting eligibility requirements for Stage 1 will be advised to pursue another degree program at SCSU.

*Important Note: All students not admitted to a Teacher Education Program by January 4, 2000 must follow the above procedure.
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